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Abstract 
Since its introductionrthe command shaping method 
has been applied to the control of many different types 
of flexible manipulators. A properly designed command 
shaper cancels the resonance poles of the system regard-
less of the given reference input to the system. However r 
designing an effective command shaper requires a pri-
ori knowledge about the system parameters. Recentlyr 
some efforts have been made to make the command 
shaper less sensitive to the uncertainty of the system 
parameters and to make the command shaper adapt to 
the unknown system parameters. This research is an 
effort to develop a effective adaptive command-shaping 
algorithm in the time domain. In this paperrthe au-
thors propose an adaptive command-shaping algorithm 
using adaptive filtering technique in the time domain 
and verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm 
with proper experiments. 
1 Introduction 
Having flexibility in a manipulator will degrade trajec-
tory tracking control and manipulator tip positioning. 
In practiceIhoweverrconstraints imposed by various op-
erating requirementsrwill render the presence of such 
flexibility unavoidable. Numerous researchers have pro-
posed control schemes to attenuate tip vibration due 
to flexure during mechanical manipulator motion. A 
feedforward approachrthe command shaping techniquer 
seeks to reduce tip vibrations by reshaping the desired 
trajectory not to excite the resonances of the flexible 
manipulator. It accomplishes this task without regard 
to the particular form of the desired trajectory. Since 
its introduction [l]rthe command shaping method has 
been applied successfully in many different applications. 
Unfortunatelyrhoweverra proper design of command 
shaper requires the knowledge of the flexible system pa-
rameters such as natural frequency and damping ratio 
of the undesired elastic mode. 
When the command shaping method is used for flex-
ible manipulator controlrthere are two ways of handling 
the uncertainty of the system parameters. The first one 
is the robust design of the command shaper based on 
the limited Imown system information to make it less 
sensitive to the uncertainty of the system parameters. 
Unfortunately this would end up increasing the com-
mand shaper lengthr which means more delay in the 
response. Moreoverrthis technique still needs fair a 
amount of a priori Imowledge about the system param-
eters. The second one is to make the command shaper 
adapt to the uncertainty of the flexible system. Until 
nowrall proposed adaptive command shaping methods 
are based on the system estimation approach either in 
the frequency-domain [2]ror in the time domain ([3]r 
[4]). In these algorithmsrnew filter coefficients are cal-
culated using the system estimation results. For the 
frequency-domain approachreven though there are sev-
eral efficient algorithms developedTIt is still a computa-
tional burden to do a FFT analysis during the control 
calculation. The system estimation in the time domain 
often gives a poor estimation of the system. Conse-
quently so does the adaptation of the command shaper 
relying on the accuracy of system estimation results. 
In this paperrthe authors propose an adaptive fil-
tering method to adapt a command shaper to directly 
minimize the residual vibration instead of the system 
estimation error. When we adapt a finite impulse re-
sponse (FIR) type command shaper without lmowing 
the system parametersr two kinds of things must be 
adapted: the locations of impulses and the magnitude 
of the impulses. It is known that the adaptation of im-
pulse locations of an FIR filter is a very complex non-
linear problem. Fortunatelyrhoweverra three impulse 
command shaper called optimal arbitrary time-delay 
filter (OATF) renders the freedom in choosing the im-
pulse location regardless of the system parameters [5]. 
In other wordsTIf the impulse magnitudes of the OATF 
are properly decidedrwe can choose any location of the 
impulses to cancel out the given elastic mode. There-
forerusing the structure of the OATFrwe only need 
to adapt the magnitude of the impulses of a command 
shaper with fixed locations. At the end of this paperr 
experiment results using a gantry type robot are listed 
to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 
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Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of the Gantry Robot with 
a Flexible Link. 
2 Dynamics of Flexible Manipulator 
The gantry type robot with a prismatic joint and a 
flexible manipulator conceptually shown in Figure 1 is 
one of the most popular systems used in the industry. 
Even though the proposed method can be used with 
the other types of flexible manipulatorsr this gantry 
type robot is adopted as the initial test bed for this 
study. For the dynamic analysis of this systemrthe as-
sumed mode method and Lagrange method are used to 
obtain the equations of motions. The assumed modes 
method represents the system response y(t, x) with fi-
nite number of assumed modes ¢n (y) and generalized 
coordinates qi(t) as shown in (1). 
N 
y(t, x) = L qi(t)¢i(X)r (1) 
i=l 
Thenrby using Lagrange's equationsrwe find the sys-
tem's equations of motion as shown in (2). 
Mij(t) + Dq(t) + Kq(t) = Bu(t)r (2) 
wherer 
M re ] r K == [0 0] r 
Me 0 Ke 
D = aM + (3Kr B = [ ~ ] r 
a and (3 are constants (proportional damping is as-
sumed)rand q(t) = [qr(t) qe(t)frwhere qr(t) is the 
rigid generalized coordinate (representing the joint mo-
tion) and qe (t) are the flexible generalized coordinates 
(representing the flexible link motion). The subscripts 
rand e in the above equations denote rigid body mo-
tion and elastic motionrrespectively; M re represents 
coupling between the rigid mode and the elastic modes. 
Only one rigid mode appears in the above equation cor-
responding to the horizontal translation. Generallyrthe 
mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K may vary 
with the system configuration q(t)rbut for our gantry-
type manipulator with fixed beam lengthrthese matri-
ces are constant. The manipulator joint displacementr 
Yj(t)rand the tip displacementrYt(t)rare expressed by 
equation (3). 
y(t) == [ ~~g? ] = [ :~m ] q(t)r (3) 
where <i>(z)T = [¢l(Z) ¢2(Z) ... <PN(Z)]. 
3 Command Shaping 
The command shaper reshapes the desired input to a 
flexible system such that the resonances of the elastic 
system modes are not excited. It takes the form of 
an FIR filterrwith filter parameters determined by the 
resonant frequencies and the damping ratios of the un-
desired elastic modes of the flexible system. In this 
research we have used a particular three-term com-
mand shaper called the optimal arbitrary time-delay fil-
ter (OATF). For a single elastic mode cancellationran 
OATF is given by the following equation: 
c(t) ~ ~ (o(t) - 2 cos (wdTd)e-(wSdo(t - Td) 
+e-2(WSdo(t - 2Td»r(4) 
where Td is the time delayro(t) is the unit impulse func-
tion centered at t = orwn is the natural frequency of the 
undesired elastic moder ( is the corresponding damp-
ing ratiorwd is the corresponding damped natural fre-
quencyrand M ~ 1 - 2 cos (wdTd)e-(wSd + e-2(wnTd. 
In order to have the same total steady-state response 
both before and after the command shaping of the in-
putrthe command shaper is normalized to have unit 
DC gain. 
It has been shown that if the command shaper co-
efficients are properly chosenrthe OATF is capable of 
canceling the given resonance poles with its zeros using 
any Td; note that this is not true for earlier command 
shaping methods. The equation (5) gives the zeros of 
the OATF in the s-domain. Using any value of Tdrthis 
filter has an infinite number of zerosrincluding the ze-
ros at the locations of the resonance poles of the flexible 
system: 
s = -(wn ± j(Wd + 2;:)r (5) 
where n = 0, ±1, ±2, . ... When we realize command 
shaping in the discrete-time domainrthe time delay Td 
is not permitted to be an arbitrary number. Insteadrit 
must be chosen as an integer multiple of the plant sam-
pling timerTs. The freedom of the OATF in choosing 
the time-delay makes it easy to implement in a digi-
tal control system. The z-domain representation of the 
OATF is given by 
1 C(z) ~ -(1-2cos(wdTd)e-(WnTdz-6. 
M 
where 6. = integer = Td/Ts. 
(a) Pre Adaptive Filtering Configuration 
vid(n) 
(b) Post Adaptive Filtering Configuration 
Figure 2: Adaptive Command Shaping Configurations. 
4 Adaptive Command Shaping 
As a direct approach to adapt the command shaperf 
an adaptive filtering approach is proposed here. The 
adaptive command shaper G(z, n) has the form of the 
OATF as shown in (7) . 
G(z, n) = &o(n) + &1 (n)z-A + &2 (n)z-2Af (7) 
where ~:=o &i = 1 (unity gain constraint). From the 
command shaper study in the previous section we know 
thatfeven without knowing the system parametersfwe 
can fix the time-delay Td or .6. of equation (7) to cancel 
a given elastic mode. With fixed .6. and the unity gain 
constraintfonly 2 coefficients are left to be adapted for 
a single mode vibration cancellation. 
Figure 2 shows two conceivable configurations for an 
adaptive command shaper (ACS) using the adaptive 
filtering approach. In Figure 2rthe adaptation error 
e(n) and e'(n) drive the adaptation of G(z,n) at time 
n where Yd(n) is a desired reference inputfYdf(n) is a 
filtered reference input signalfGcl(z) is a closed loop 
joint control system of a flexible manipulatorfYt(z) is 
actual tip response and Ytd(n) is a desired tip response. 
Nowrlet us consider the configuration (a) in Figure 
2 first. The adaptation error e(n) can be described in 
a form of the linearized parameter model as shown in 
(8). 
e(n) = Ytd(n) - Yt(n) 
= Ytd(n) - G(z,n)Gcl(z)Yd(n) 
= Ytd(n) - WT(n)8(n)f (8) 
where 8(n) = [&o(n) &o(n) &o(n) ]Tf W(n) = 
[x(n) x(n-.6.) x(n-2.6.) ]Tfand x(n) = GCl(z)Yd(n). 
The regressor vector W(n) which is indispensable for 
the adaptation algorithm requires x(n) which is the tip 
response due to the unfiltered reference input Yd(n) as 
you see in the above equation. Unfortunatelyfhoweverf 
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Figure 3: Elastic Response with a Three Term Command 
Shaper for an Impulse Input. 
there is no way to get x(n)(= Gcl(z)Yd(n» in the con-
figuration (a). Only the tip response due to the filtered 
referencefGcl(z)Ydf(n)ris available. 
Alternativelyf let's think about the configuration 
shown in (b). If the command shaper and the flexible 
system are linearI'then this swapped order of GCl(Z) and 
G(z) will give the same optimal command shaper as the 
configuration (a) would do. In this configuration the 
adapted command shaper G(z, n) is copied to C(z, n) 
which actually reshapes the command that goes into the 
flexible manipulator system Gcl(z). In the post adap-
tive filtering configurationrthe adaptation error e' (n) 
is described as (9). 
e'(n) = Ytd(n) - G(z,n)Yt(n) 
= Ytd(n) - W'T(n)6(n)f (9) 
where W'(n) = [Yt(n) Yt(n -.6.) Yt(n - 2.6.) Y and it 
doesn't matter if Yt(n) is due to Yd(n) or Ydf(n). This 
allows us to have C (z, n) in the front of Gel (z) as shown 
in (b) of Figure 2. Thusfwe choose the configuration 
(b) as our ACS configuration. 
Caution must be paid to the desired response Ytd(n). 
The desired tip response in configuration (b) is defined 
as (10). 
wherefCopt(z) is desired optimal command shaper. The 
problem is that Ytd(n) cannot be decided without know-
ing Cd(Z) and GCl(Z). This problem can be illustrated 
using Figure 3. When the impulse input is consideredf 
Cd(z) makes the residual vibration (represented by the 
hatching line in the figure) to be zero after time 2.6. 
which is the length of the command shaper. Howeverf 
between time 0 and 2.6.fthere is a non-zero transient 
response that depends on the elastic system and the 
command shaper. Due to this characteristicsfwe uti-
lize only the residual period signal (after 2.6.) for the 
adaptation. Since the input Yd(n) is available and .6. 
is a value that we choosefthe residual period can be 
found out beforehand. 
Among many types of adaptive algorithmsrthe re-
cursive least squares (RLS). method is used in this re-
search. It is one of the most popular algorithmsrbe-
cause of its ease of analysisreffective performancerrel-
atively fast convergence rate and convergeny indepen-
dent of input characteristics. In this ACS approachr 
howeverI'the linearly constrained recursive least squares 
(LCRLS) algorithm should be used instead of standard 
RLSThecause the adaptive command shaper is required 
to satisfy the unit DC gain constraint shown in (11) in 
a vector form. 
(11) 
where D = [1 1 1 JT. The cost function that is 
minimized during the adaptation is listed in (12)I'which 
is a direct indication of the amount of the undesired 
vibration of the system. 
n 
c:(n) = L .\n-1!e'(iWr (12) 
i=l 
where.\ = forgetting factorrO < .\ :::; 1. Finallyrneces-
sary recursive equations to find an updated ACS coef-
ficient vector 6 (n) at each instant n are listed below in 
(13) - (16). 
P(n -l)W'(n) 
K(n) = .\ + W'T(n)P(n -l)W'(n) (13) 
r(n) = .\-1 [r(n -1) - K(n)W'T(n)r(n -1)] (14) 
P(n) = .\-1 [P(n -1) - K(n)W'T(n)P(n -1)] (15) 
6(n) = r(n)/[DTr(n)]r (16) 
where p-1(n) = L~=l .\n-iW'(i)W'(i). The initial 
condition for P(O) can be decided in the same way as 
in the standard RLS method. 
5 Experiment 
The flexible manipulator we have used in our experi-
ments is the gantry-type robot shown in Figure 4. The 
post adaptive filtering configuration has been imple-
mented on this test bed. The manipulator system has 
one prismatic joint that constrains the motion of the 
base to be along the horizontal track of linear motor. 
The displacement of the base is measured with an en-
coder. We use an accelerometer attached to the tip of 
flexible link to measure horizontal tip vibration. In the 
experimentsrtip acceleration is used to adapt the com-
mand shaper instead of the tip displacement. Since the 
tip acceleration represents the tip vibration just as well 
as the displacement does (except for the magnitude dif-
ference)rit shouldn't make a difference. With a 4 kg 
payload affixed to its tiprthe manipulator has a single 
dominant elastic mode with a natural frequency of ap-
proximately 16 Hz. We have implemented our PD joint 
controller digitallyfusing a 1 kHz sample rate. A repet-
itive trapezoidal velocity trajectory shown in Figure 5 







Figure 4: Picture of the Test Bed. 






Figure 5: Reference Trajectory. 
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Assuming that we don't have knowledge about the 
flexible system parametersI'we have tested several time-
delay values for the ACS. All ofthem showed very simi-
lar resultsrand only a single set of experimental results 
where the time-delay is set to be 25 msec are listed in 
this paper. In all those experimentsrthe ACS algorithm 
is turned on at the beginning of the first residual period. 
The initial value of P(O) has been chosen to be a diag-
onal matrixrdiag(po,po,po)rwhere Po = 107 and the 
initial value of 6(0) that satisfies the recursive equa-
tions shown in the previous section is [1/3 1/3 1/3]T. 
The transmission of the adapted command shaper co-
efficients of C(z, n) to C(z, n) which actually filters the 
command has been initiated after one cycle of the tra-
jectory which is 4 sec. After 4 secr every new ACS 
coefficients calculated are transmitted to C (z, n) at ev-
ery sample time during the residual period. Before 
the transmission beginsrC(z, n) is kept at unityrwhich 
means no command shaping. 
Figure 6 shows the measured tip acceleration (top 
plot) and the adaptation of 6(n) (bottom plot). We ob-
serve the significant reduction of the residual vibration 
down to the environmental noise level after the trans-
mission of the ACS coefficients are initiated. Figure 7 
shows the changes of the magnitude of the FFT of the 
ACS along the adaptation. Figure 8 is the contour map 
of Figure 7. Figure 9 is the magnitude plot of the FFT 
of the converged ACS at the end of adaptation. Figures 
7 - 9 show the local minimum around 16 Hz. 
ACS Coolficients (Td=25ms) 




Figure 6: Change of the Tip Acceleration and the ACS 
Coefficients (Td = 25 msec). 
Magnitude 01 FFT of ACS aloog the Adapla1ion (Td:2Sms) 
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Figure 7: Three Dimensional Plot of Magnitude of FFT 
of ACS (Td = 25 msec). 
Contour 01 Magnitude of FFT of the ACS along the adaptation (Td=25ma) 
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Figure 8: Contour of the Three Dimensional Magnitude 
Plot (Td = 25 msec). 
6 Conclusion 
In this paperfthe authors have proposed an adaptive 
command shaping method using the adaptive filtering 
Figure 9: Magnitude of FFT of ACS (Td = 25 msec). 
approach in the time domain. We have shown experi-
mentally that the proposed adaptive command shaping 
algorithm can effectively reduce the residual vibration 
of the unknown flexible manipulator system. 
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